
Market Corner
Stocks were mixed Monday as traders weighed a global advance in sovereign bond yields and policy easing by China’s
central bank to counter an economic slowdown.
Shares in China and Japan gained but Hong Kong declined. S&P 500 and Nasdaq 100 futures fell, while European
contracts climbed. A dollar gauge ticked higher. U.S. stock and bond markets are shut Monday for a holiday.
The People’s Bank of China exceeded market expectations for stimulus by cutting two key policy interest rates ahead of
a report showing economic growth slowed last quarter to 4%. A real-estate slump and partial Covid shutdowns are
among the challenges for the world’s second-largest economy.
Bond yields in Australia and New Zealand rose after U.S. Treasuries tumbled Friday. The 10-year U.S. yield -- a linchpin
for valuing a range of assets -- is back up at levels seen before the pandemic roiled global markets in 2020, spurring a
rethink about the outlook for markets. Treasury futures slid.
The start of the earnings season has also put the focus on corporate profits and whether they can help arrest a retreat in
global equities led in part by a slide in U.S. technology shares.
Monday’s move by China’s central bank contrasts with the shift toward tighter monetary policy in the U.S. and
elsewhere to contain price pressures.
Meanwhile, oil extended its rally. High prices are justified and futures could rise even further, according to Vitol Group,
the world’s biggest independent crude trader. Among cryptocurrencies, Bitcoin slipped below $43,000.
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Crypto Corner
Bitcoin spent much of its weekend roughly where it started it, hovering just over $43,000. That level was a little better
than at the start of the week, but well off its highs just two months ago. Trading was light as investors looked for signs
that bitcoin's downward spiral has reached an end point and that the largest cryptocurrency by market capitalization is
ready to enter a new bull cycle. Ether and most other altcoins followed a similar sluggish pattern.
Bitcoin buyers are attempting to reverse a two month-long downtrend. The cryptocurrency declined by roughly 30%
from an all-time high near $69,000 in November, and now technical indicators suggest the sell-off is starting to stabilize.

Crypto Market Cap: $2.05T 24h Vol: $103.2B Dominance: BTC: 39.5% ETH: 19.2%
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Bitcoin 42 750.71       Ethereum 3 283.58          

Support Resistance Support Resistance

41 653.35       46 469.76       3 242.27           3 750.27          

38 235.77       47 868.59       2 831.14           3 847.14          

810 507 285 463.00$                  

Market Cap

391 612 556 574.00$                   

Circulating Supply (BTC) Circulating Supply (ETH)

18 931 837.00                              119 193 187.00                             

Market Cap

https://coinmarketcap.com/charts/
https://coinmarketcap.com/charts/
https://coinmarketcap.com/charts/#dominance-percentage


Commodity Corner
Gold prices held steady on Monday as market participants gauged the global economic policy outlook, with inflation-
based demand for bullion countering hawkish comments from U.S. Federal Reserve officials, supporting the dollar and
Treasury yields. Gold is considered an inflationary hedge, but the metal is highly sensitive to rising U.S. interest rates,
which increase the opportunity cost of holding non-yielding bullion.

Spot gold XAU was steady at $1,819.34 per ounce, as of 0615 GMT.
Spot silver XAG edged 0.1% higher to $22.97 an ounce.
Platinum XPT rose 0.1% to $971.38.
Palladium XPD fell 0.2% to $1,874.70.

Oil prices rose on Monday, with Brent futures touching their highest in more than three years, as investors bet supply
will remain tight amid restrained output by major producers with global demand unperturbed by the Omicron
coronavirus variant. Frantic oil buying, driven by supply outages and signs the Omicron variant will not be as disruptive as
feared for fuel demand, has pushed some crude grades to multi-year highs, suggesting the rally in Brent futures could be
sustained a while longer, traders said.

Brent crude gained 40 cents, or 0.5%, to $86.46 a barrel by 0641 GMT. Earlier in the session, the contract touched its
highest since Oct. 3, 2018 at $86.71.
U.S. West Texas Intermediate crude was up 58 cents, or 0.7%, at $84.40 a barrel, after hitting $84.78, the highest since
Nov. 10, 2021, earlier in the session.
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Gold 1820.90 Silver 23.03

Support Resistance Support Resistance

1808 1858 22.65 24.12

1770 1869 21.55 24.50

Oil - WTI 84.45 Nat Gas (HH) 4.3110

Copper 4.4365 Baltic Dry Ind. 1764.00

Corn 596.25 Wheat 741.50

Soybean 1369.75 Arabica Coffee 239.45

Cotton 116.28 Sugar 18.33



FX Corner
The dollar clung to a late week bounce on Monday as investors braced for January's U.S. Federal Reserve meeting and
raised bets it will chart a year ahead holding several rate hikes, while China surprised analysts with a benchmark cut.
Chinese economic growth data, due later on Monday (0200 GMT), a Bank of Japan policy meeting which concludes on
Tuesday, British inflation data on Wednesday and Australian jobs figures on Thursday are also in view as traders gauge
the global policy outlook.
The dollar was 0.2% higher at 114.45 Yen JPY early in the Asia session, about 0.8% above a Friday low. It also edged
about 0.1% firmer on the euro EUR to $1.1403.
The moves follow the dollar's jump on Friday along with U.S. yields and underscore support for the greenback from the
hawkish rates outlook, even if momentum for gains has started to wane.The Fed meets Jan. 25-26 and is not expected to
move rates, but there is a growing drumbeat of hawkish comments coming from within and outside the central bank.
Australian and New Zealand dollars, which dropped sharply on Friday, remained under pressure on Monday. The Aussie
AUD was last down 0.2% at $0.7200, ending for now a brief foray above resistance around $0.7276. The kiwi NZD edged
0.2% lower to $0.6791.
In China, bonds rallied and the yuan slipped after the central bank cut borrowing costs for medium-term loans for the
first time since April 2020, defying market expectations. Ten-year government bond rose to their highest since June 2020
after the move and the Yuan CNY began onshore trade marginally softer at 6.3555 per dollar. Chinese gross domestic
product figures due at 0200 GMT are expected to show annual growth at its slowest in 18 months as a property
downturn drags on demand.
Elsewhere a month-long rally for Sterling GBP has petered out around its 200-day moving average. It held at $1.3669 on
Monday, but analysts say it could resume gains if inflation data makes the case for higher interest rates.
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EURUSD 1.1424 GBPUSD 1.3680 AUDUSD 0.7212

Support Resistance Support Resistance Support Resistance

1.1380 1.1592 1.3629 1.3948 0.7149 0.7336

1.1219 1.1643 1.3369 1.4007 0.7045 0.7419

1.1058 1.1694 1.3110 1.4067 0.6940 0.7501

EURCHF 1.0437 USDJPY 114.3700  USDCAD 1.2527

Support Resistance Support Resistance Support Resistance

1.0354 1.0532 111.61 114.48 1.2246 1.2610

1.0254 1.0610 111.11 116.85 1.2166 1.2894

1.0155 1.0689 110.60 119.21 1.2085 1.3177

USDCHF 0.9132 EURJPY 130.6700  USDTRY 13.4775

Support Resistance Support Resistance Support Resistance

0.8971 0.9159 129.06 130.89 13.1442 14.5562

0.8936 0.9312 128.50 132.16 12.1261 14.9501

0.8902 0.9466 127.94 133.43 11.1080 15.3440



Event Corner
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Date Time Country/Region Indicator Name Period Reuters Poll Actual Prior SmartEstimate® Predicted Surprise

17 janv 2022 00:50 Japan Machinery Orders MM Nov 1.4% 3.8% 0.67% -0.73%

17 janv 2022 00:50 Japan Machinery Orders YY Nov 6.1% 2.9% 5.60% -0.50%

17 janv 2022 10:00 Italy Consumer Prices Final MM Dec 0.4%

17 janv 2022 10:00 Italy Consumer Prices Final YY Dec 3.9%

17 janv 2022 10:00 Italy CPI (EU Norm) Final MM Dec 0.5%

17 janv 2022 10:00 Italy CPI (EU Norm) Final YY Dec 4.1% 4.2% 4.10% 0.00%

17 janv 2022 14:30 Canada Manufacturing Sales MM Nov 4.3%


